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From Puzzles to Products

Puzzles: need is to be seen
Products: need is to be made

design
implementation
rest of the world

Billing
- business person
- needs: political cover

Field

Customer
- representative

Customer Service

Provisioning
- queuing

db

network switch

more visible

Genesis

Custom

Someone Else’s Product

Utility
Designing change:
- Where to next?
- Whole system route
- How will we see its effects?

Genesis | Custom | Someone Else's Product | Utility

Billing
- customer
- billing representative
- needs: political cover

Field
- provisioning
- delivery
- queuing
- db

More visible

Network switch
Open games vs. closed games:

**Products**
- Goal is to keep being useful
- Grow more powerful with change

**Puzzles**
- Well-defined end state
- Some allowed means to reach it
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